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to follow the direct path to the end. What is to be feared is to go halfway and then to weaken. — Chinese wisdom
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Bangalay Luxury Villas,
Shoalhaven Heads,
NSW

‘Luxury accommodation’ is not normally
synonymous with ‘family-friendly’, however the
Bangalay Luxury Villas have managed to
combine eco-luxury that is also selfcontained… perfect for families who enjoy the
iner things in life.
The convenience of having your own kitchen
to prepare meals, yet also the onsite
restaurant; Bangalay Dining focussing on local
and native ingredients… for the times when
cooking is, well, off the menu. These options
ensure families are self-suf icient, yet can also
enjoy a convenient (and delicious) meal.
Additional thoughtful amenities such as
check-in via contactless keypad security,
Nespresso machine, and laundry with washing
machine and dryer, ensure your family stay is
effortless… but you can also have room service
too, it really is the best of both worlds!
Discovering this delightful world is a scenic 2hour drive south from Sydney. The coastal
breeze will whip away your cares and worries
as you settle into one of the 16 architecturally
designed private luxury villas.
Designed to blend softly with the surrounding
natural environment, all villas feature garden
or golf course views and a sun illed north
facing deck, setting the scene for rest,
relaxation and getting back to nature.
.

If experiencing the local area is what you’re
after, there is a plethora of activities on offer
to suit all ages. From beach horse riding to
whale watching cruises, hanging ten at the
local surf school to going wild at the
Shoalhaven Zoo, or why not jump on one of
the complimentary bikes and pedal power
your way around the area.
If you’re sans kids or they’re old enough to
look after themselves, why not chase a hole in
one at any of the numerous golf courses
dotted along the coastline, ind your zen with
sun salutations at a private yoga class, or enjoy
a tipple or two as you sip your way around the
local wineries.
The south coast is ripe for exploring, all from
the comfort of the Bangalay Luxury Villas
base

